
IN EXTREMIS TACTICAL GROUP LLC Presents 
Open Enrollement course: LEO/MIL/Civilian 

 
URBAN DEFENDER CARBINE COURSE LEVEL 1 

 
After Student feedback and FB Requests, we are offering another Level 1 Carbine Course! This will prepare the end user 
to participate in more advanced levels later this season, that include: tactical movement, use of cover, team tactics and 
more. 
 
LEVEL 1 - 11 June 2023 - $145.00 (No prereq) 
 
Cedar Valley Hunt Club 57088 832 Road - Stanton, NE 
8AM-430PM 
(LIMTED TO 12 STUDENTS ONLY) 
 
The Urban Defender Carbine Course is designed for the absolute novice, immediate and even the experienced carbine 
shooter. The course is bulit upon a strong foundation of weapons handling/ manipulation skills, the fundamentals of 
marksmanship and being able make accurate shots at close quarter distances out to several hundred yards, on demand. 
Whether the purpose is to improve your general shooting skills for use in hunting, competition, or self defense, the end 
user will come a way with a complete and effective system in which to run their carbine with confidence and 
consistency.  
 
Course Content: 
Carbine Function/Overview 
Disection and diagnostics 
Support equipment considerations 
Dry/Live Fire Safety brief and line procedures 
Weapons ready positions 
Fundamentals of Marksmanship  
Zeroing the carbine 50-200 yard BZO 
Use of irons, red dot and magnified optics 
Positional shooting  
Reloading methods (sustainability) 
Stoppage reduction methods 
 
Required Equipment: 
Serviceable AR-15 style carbine or AK style weapon but course based around AR15 style weapons 
Sling 2 point adjustable or single point sling 
Min. 3 Thirty round Magazines  
Carrying method for magazines (belt, thigh or chest rig)  
 
300 rounds of .223/5.56 rounds for Level 1 only 
Appropriate range attire 
Cold/Inclement weather gear 
Eye and eye protection  
Sack lunch, 
Water,  
Sunscreen 
Brimmed Hat 
 
Optional Equipment  
Shooting mat (simple Walmart yoga mat works fine) 
Knee, elbow pads 



 
Payment via PayPal to ctss69@aol.com  
 Or Venmo @inextremistacticalgroup 
or Send check to : In Extremis Tactical Group LLC  
C/O Devin Crinklaw  
14810 Wild Indigo Street Bennington NE 68007 
 
Call 402-598-0639 for more information or Email Devin.crinklaw@gmail.com 
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